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Release Notes Overview
The Release Notes are a comprehensive overview of the new features and
functionality added as part of Musoni’s latest release. These notes are designed to
give you all the information you need to immediately understand and start
benefitting from the new features.
For each new feature, we give a high level description of the functionality, and
provide a step-by-step walkthrough, along with screenshots of how to start using the
system.
If you would like to learn more about any new feature, please contact the Musoni
support team on support@musonisystem.com who will be happy to answer any
questions you have.
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1. Design and export custom data sets (data extractor)
It is now possible to design and then export your own custom data sets (essentially
reports), directly from Musoni. This enables you to pull out much more data (and
more specific data) than ever before, as well as making it possible for the first time
to export data captured on custom forms and fields.
To design your own data export you need to go to Reports>Data Export, as shown in
the screenshot below:

From here you can see a list of any existing custom data exports. These can be
edited from this page, or you can click on the blue ‘Create Data Export’ button to
design a new export template.

When designing your new data export template, you have the option to select the
system entity that the template will be linked to (clients, groups, savings or loans). In
the example below we have selected loans.
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Once you select the base entity, you are then shown a list of fields linked to the
entity that can be displayed in the export. Simply select the fields you wish to be
displayed by checking the respective checkbox. Then click “Add Selected Fields” at
the bottom of the page:

You are then shown a list of the fields you’ve selected on the right of the page under
‘Selected Fields’. You can adjust the order they are displayed by dragging and
dropping the fields up or down the page, as shown below.
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Once you’re happy with the fields and the order, click ‘Next’. At this point you have
the option to add more fields from any of the custom forms in the system:

Select the custom form(s) you wish to add to your report in the same way you
selected individual fields.
Click ‘Next’ to determine the specific filters that will be applied to the export. In the
screenshot below we have selected the filter “Disbursement Date” and selected a
start date of 01-01-2016 and an end date of 25-10-2016. This means the export will
show data on all loans disbursed between the start of the year and the 25th October.
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Once you’ve added the filter, click ‘Next’ to be shown an overview of the data that
will be displayed in your data export. Then click ‘Save’. Your data export is now
completed, and can be downloaded at any time in either excel or csv format.

There is no limit to the number of data export templates that can be created in
Musoni.
2. Schedule emails to clients
You can now use Musoni to send emails to clients, including attachments such as the
loan schedule, mini-statements or client report. This is designed to help improve
communication with clients, and give them more information on their products and
progress.
To set up an email campaign, navigate to Configuration>Email Module, as shown in
the screenshot below:
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From here you can see a list of any existing email campaigns, or click the blue ‘Create
Campaign’ button to set up a new email campaign:

Creating a new email campaign is done in a similar way to setting up a new SMS
campaign. You need to select the campaign name, the campaign type, the date of
sending, the business rule used to select the recipients, and finally which report
you’d like to include as an attachment. You can also filter by both branch and loan
officer in case you wish different clients in different branches to receive different
emails (or only clients in one branch to receive emails).
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Once you’ve configured the parameters of your email campaign, click next to then
enter the email subject and text.

As in the SMS module, you can use tags to personalise the email with specific details
linked to the client or account. Once you’ve entered your preferred text, click next to
preview the message.

If you’re happy with the email preview, click save and the email campaign will be
created with the status “pending approval”. A second user will be required to
approve the campaign before the emails are actually sent out.
Note – before any messages can be sent from Musoni, you will first need to configure
your email servers so that an email address linked to your organisation is used as the
sender address. Please contact support@musonisystem.com if you’d like any
guidance on doing this.
3. Generate client & loan documents from the system
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The document template generator enables you to generate personalised client and
loan documents straight from the system. One way in which these can be used is to
create personalised loan contracts for your clients.
To create a new document template, go to Configuration>Customisation, and click
on the “Document Template” tab, shown in red below. Here you can see a list of any
existing document templates, or click the blue ‘Create Document Template’ button
to create a new template.

Once you click the ‘Create Document Template’ button, you are taken to the
document template editor. This enables you to enter your preferred text into the
text field of the editor (shown in red below) while using the standard word editing
tools to adjust the format.
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You can add tags to your document by first selecting the entity (client or loan) that
you wish the tag to refer to (step 1 in red below). You can then select the tag you
need from a list of all the possible tags related to that entity (step 2 in red below).
Once you’ve chosen your preferred tag, copy and paste the tag text into your
document template from the field that says “Copy Merged Field” (step 3 in red
below).

Step 1
Step 2

Step 3

When you generate the document the tag will be replaced with the personal
information linked to that client or loan. Once you’ve completed the design of your
document template click “Save”. You can then Preview, Edit or Delete the template
from the View page.
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Once you have designed the template, you can then generate the documents from
either the client or loan pages in the system (depending on whether you’ve linked
the template to a client or loan entity. If you have linked to a client, then you can
find all client documents at the bottom of the client details page, as shown in red
below:

If you have linked the template to a loan, then you can find all loan documents by
clicking on “More actions” from the loan details page, as shown in red below:

From here you can select which document you wish to generate from the list of
templates (only ‘Loan Contract’ is displayed in the screenshot below):

You can then preview the template before downloading in PDF for printing as shown
in the screenshot below:
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4. Link custom forms to specific product workflows
Custom forms can now be linked to specific product workflows, rather than to all
loan or savings workflows simultaneously. This enables you to customise workflows
specific to particular product types. For example, you may wish to collect additional
information on clients taking out an agricultural or individual loan, as compared to a
standard group loan.
The process of linking a custom form to a specific product is similar to how you
currently link a custom form to the existing loan workflow. Once you have created
your custom form then navigate to Customisation>Configuration and click on the
‘Custom Form Checks’ tab, as shown in red below:

When adding a new check, you now have the option to specify which product the
check should be linked to, as shown in red below:
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Once you’ve added the check, the user will be required to fill out the custom form
whenever a loan of the specified product is created. The form will also be shown as a
tab on the loan creation workflow for the specific product.
5. SMS messages linked to events (such as repayments)
It is now possible for Musoni to send SMS messages to clients at the moment specific
events occur in the system (rather than according to a schedule). Examples of these
events include loan disbursement, loan approval or loan repayment. This means that
you can now use the SMS module to send clients a message whenever a loan
repayment has been made, providing reassurance to the client that their funds have
been received.
You can set up the new SMS business rules in the same way that you would
configure any other SMS campaign. First navigation to Configuration>SMS Module
and click on “Create new campaign”.

You will now notice there is a new campaign type “Triggered”:
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Select this campaign type and then select which event you would like the system to
use as the trigger to send out the SMS messages (we’ve selected Loan Repayment in
the example below).

You can filter the SMS campaign by branch, loan officer and group/individual loan.
Once you’ve completed the configuration, click ‘Next’ to enter the text to be used in
the message itself. Use the tags to personalise the SMS to each customer.

Finally, click ‘Next’ to see the preview of your campaign, before saving. Once saved,
the campaign will have the status “Pending Approval”. A second user will have to
approve it before messages can be sent.
6. Apply penalties when loan overdue at end of loan schedule
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Musoni now includes a new penalty type that can be applied to any loan overdue at
the end of the loan schedule (rather than overdue in the middle of the loan
schedule). This is designed to penalize clients that fail to repay their loan before the
final installment of the loan schedule.
To configure the new penalty charge, go to Configuration>Products and click on the
‘Charges’ tab, as shown in red below:

When creating a new charge, you need to select the charge type “Overdue on loan
maturity” and then click save.

You can now add the charge to any product and it will be automatically applied if the
loan goes into arrears on its final installment (so the final maturity date).
7. Search for mobile payments using phone number or reference
To make it easier to find specific mobile money transactions in the MMT module,
we’ve now added the ability to search using either the phone number used to make
the payment or the reference linked to the payment itself.
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To search for a specific transaction, just enter either the phone number or receipt /
reference in the fields shown above in red, alongside the date range you wish to
search for.
Click ‘Filter’ and the system will pull up all transactions that match your criteria.
8. Edit charge amount during loan creation
It is now possible for you to edit the charge amount applied to a loan during the loan
creation process (previously the charge amount was fixed within product
configuration and could not be adjusted during creation). Charge amounts can only
be adjusted during creation if you check the ‘Allow to Override’ checkbox when
creating or editing the charge (as shown in red below).
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If this box is checked, then during loan creation you’re able to enter the specific
charge amount you wish to have applied to the loan, as shown below.

If the ‘Allow to override’ checkbox is not selected, then you’re not able to adjust the
charge during creation, as shown below:

9. Transfer overpayments to a loan
You can now transfer overpaid amounts (when a client has paid more principal than
the total due on the loan contract) to other loan accounts belonging to the same
client. Previously you could only transfer to other savings accounts.
To transfer an overpaid amount to another loan, go to the loan details page and click
on the green ‘Transfer Funds’ button, as shown in red below:
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You are then shown a list of all the client’s other savings and loan accounts. If you
would like to transfer to one of the client’s other loan accounts, click ‘Select’ on the
account itself.

Then enter the amount you wish to transfer, the transfer date and a description.

To finish, click ‘Transfer Funds’ and the funds are immediately transferred to the
loan account of choice.
10. Maker-checker when editing clients & groups
We have now added the option to apply maker-checker to the editing or deleting of
any client or group in the system. This means that any action that edits or deletes
core client (or group) information, or any client (or group) identification information
will need to be approved before it is processed.
To turn this safeguard on, navigate to Configuration>Access Management and click
on the Maker-Checker tab as shown in red below.
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From here select which actions you would like to apply maker-checker to. You can
choose from:
•
•
•

Delete Client Identification
Edit Client Identification
Edit Client

Once activated, you need to click ‘Save’ at the bottom of the Maker-Checker
permissions page, and then logout and login for the changes to come into effect. At
this point, whenever you try and edit any of the core client information, you will be
given the message “Action Submitted and Pending Approval”, as shown below.
Note: This feature does not apply to any custom client fields you have added to the
client details form, only to the core client/group information required by the system
such as client name, phone number, gender, DOB etc.

A second user (if they have the correct permissions) can then find the pending action
by going to the ‘Tasks’ tab in the main menu dashboard. There the item pending
approval can be viewed before being approved, as shown below:
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11. New Reports – Audit Report
As part of this release we have added one new report to the system, the Audit that
can be found under Reports>Organisation Reports.

The audit report is similar to the audit module in the system and enables you to pull
out a detailed list of all actions that have occurred in the system within any userdefined period. Unlike the audit module, there is no limit to the number of actions
that you can pull out in any single report. It is therefore advised to only run the
report for limited date periods (or to use the report filters) to avoid the report taking
too long, or generating a file too big to open, due to the sheer volume of data being
extracted at any time.
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12. Smaller Improvements and Bug Fixes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MS-672 Enable users to edit order of dropdown menus
MS-945 Reversed transactions no longer shown on re-disbursed loans
MS-1067 Separate view NOK from Edit Client permission
MS-1101 Annual Fees on Savings should be paid automatically
MS-1136 Show list of charges on Client Report
MS-1140 Including overpaid loans onto the Group Report
MS-1145 Order all report dropdowns for Branch and loan officer alphabetically
MS-1157 Improvement to OLB column on Loan officer performance report
MS-1161 Add separate permission for Staff module
MS-1163 Repayments on Expected Repayments Report split between P, I & F
MS-1167 Loan ID now showing for guaranteed amount on hold
MS-1174 Add Group Name on actions pending approval overview
MS-1175 Show group name under "i" on journals page
MS-1177 Ability to allow a client to create a custom number format for client,
groups & staff
MS-1186 Ability to edit a dropdown name
MS-1188 Ability to reject/delete client transfer
MS-1205 Loan schedule client name truncated
MS-1209 Add function to reactive closed savings account
MS-1214 Add ability to delete payment types by setting a flag (is deleted) to 1
MS-1215 Loan collateral description parameter should be optional
MS-1217 Add new MMT M-PESA transaction type
MS-1221 Fixed error linked to editing a group form on the Musoni App
MS-1224 Allow special characters in dropdown values
MS-1231 Update the MMT report SQLs according to the changes made to the
payment module (introduction of payment type entity)
MS-1236 Fixed bug message on password settings page
MS-1240 Improvement to search filters on audit page
MS-1243 Change label of PPI survey
MS-1256 Addition of custom text label fields in custom forms
MS-1258 Warning accounts when editing group loan officer
MS-1260 Option to run migration only for a specific tenant folder
MS-1284 Add support for Group Role Post in Batch API
MS-1292 Fixed bug linked to downloading custom reports to .xlsx
MS-1298 Fixed bug linked to deleting metadata with no link to a data table
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